Abstract-In recent years the size of computing machines has decreased with more power of computing, which helped to develop the concept of mobile computing like laptops, PDAs, cell phones, data storage device, and other mobile devices. Most people begin acquisition these devices because of the nature and advantages such as easy of carrying and moving it from place to place. Although the wide spread and popularity of these devices, it has introduced new security threats which were not existing in the traditional computing, and it should be identified to protect the physical devices and the sensitive information of users. In this paper, we will highlight on some of the security issues related to mobile computing systems in order to avoid or reduce them, with addressing the security issues into two aspects: first is related to transmission of information over wireless networks, and the second is related to information residing on mobile devices. Finally, some security techniques and requirements are presented. 
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of wireless technology in particular mobile computing technology, that's make its devices more popular and interesting by users these days.
The origination and the emergence of mobile computing have the latest evolution in the areas of computing and information systems. Although these technologies are updated every second, however, it is still as a target of hackers due to the spread of use it, that's led to many users of wireless and mobile technology handled with its applications with little concern of security [1] . Security area of mobile computing has received less attention by mobile users, because the traditional use and purpose of mobile devices is voice communications with little activity of mobile data. The first call of mobile telephone was in 1946 and until the first 60 years, there were available mobile data applications for a limited number of users and that's made security requirements is not important at this time [2] . But now there are Manuscript received June 9, 2015; revised November 15, 2015. thousands of mobile data applications which can access by many mobile users. This led to drive new revenues by mobile carriers, and the same time it's led to new security issues which cause damage to each mobile users and mobile carrier's revenue [3] . This paper consists of three parts: the first part will give an overview of mobile computing with a brief history of mobile computing evolution and comparing it with traditional computing, the second part will be about security and security issues in mobile computing, which divided in two parts: wireless issues and device issues, and the final part will about security requirements of mobile computing.
II. MOBILE COMPUTING
Mobile computing is abilities of a computing and communication where its devices are not restricted to a single place, depends on the presence of a suitable distributed systems infrastructure [4] . In simple, mobile computing it's all about portable and small computers with increase in computing power, or defined as computing capabilities which may be used while they are being moved [5] . There are many devices in mobile computing, some of them are laptops, personal digital assistants (PDAs) and mobile phones. This paper is concerned of mobile computing had to know a brief history of the development of this computing through a review of the emergence of some techniques that have a relationship of mobile computing as shown in Fig. 1 . The first computing, namely abacus, was used in 500 B.C which may consider as a mobile computing, because abacus have a small size, it can be portable, and the calculating numbers are one part of computing [6] . In the 1800s the advent of electronics and it was the first mobile storage systems can be traced back in that period. The first computer was back in the mid-1900s, and then the concept of networks has appeared during the period 1960-1970, wired and then wireless [7] . In 1970-1980, it was the emergence and use of satellite, and then followed by use of cellular technologies in the period 1980-2000 [8] . By comparing mobile computing with other traditional, it shown the most important characteristics of mobile computing which are wireless network connectivity, small size, the mobile nature of using, power sources used, and functions which are particular and needed to mobile users [9] . It also found that the main differences between mobile and traditional computing are the nonfixed positioning or mobility, and providing location transparency to the user. While in traditional computing, there's awareness of the remote physical location of the resources being used by user [10] . Most people are interested in mobile devices because of its features, like the portable that enables easy to carry it, attractive user interface which is characterized it, wireless that enables to easy access Internet, the transmission of voice and typical data, and so on [11] . Although of having many advantages in mobile devices or mobile computing, it has some of the drawbacks and the most serious drawback is a security issues, where it has introduced different new security challenges which were non-existent in the traditional computing.
III. SECURITY
Security is an important consideration and it should be taken in all aspects of computing, especially in mobile computing because the mobile user may face many security threats that may be not exposed to the traditional computing user [12] . These threats include lose or stolen the private and sensitive data of mobile users that stored on their devices or it could be badly used by hackers and other threats. So it can define the threats of computing system as a situation that has the possibility to cause loss or damage to the system. A mobile computing defined as the capabilities of computing that rely on the existence of distributed systems infrastructure. So it can be considered the mobile computing as an extension of distributed systems, and it could be argued that there is a relation between security issues of mobile computing with other security issues of information systems [13] . Security principles or aspects of computer systems are related to confidentiality, integrity, availability, vulnerability, nonrepudiation, authorization, and anonymity which is shown in Fig. 2 .
Where the confidentiality is the detection of stored and transmitted data by authorized people, Integrity refers to modification, addition, and deletion of data only by those users who have authorized to access it, and the transmission of data is done by using cryptographic mechanisms [14] . Availability is an access of data or resource by only authorized users when needed or it is an ensuring that the system remains operate even with malicious code, a denial of service attacks may occur in this aspect [15] . Vulnerability is a general weakness in the security system and Non repudiation means the users cannot disavow about sending and receiving the message [16] . Authorization is giving different access to different types of users. Anonymity that all the identities information should be private for all users, and also the users can act with a pseudonym and without detection of their true identity [17] . According to the concepts of general security aspects, it can limit the major security threats of any computing system such as Interruption: if there is a lost or unavailable data in system, Modification: if an unauthorized people have tampers with data, Interception: if an unauthorized people have access to data and Fabrication: with an unauthorized people create things that were not found in system [18] . 
IV. SECURITY ISSUES OF MOBILE COMPUTING
The mobile computing is the communication between computing devices without a physical connection between them through wireless networks, which mean there are some of new mobile security issues that are originated from wireless security issues. The security issues and threats of mobile computing can be divided into two categories: security issues that related to transmission of information over wireless networks, and the issues that related to information and data residing on mobile devices [19] .
A. Wireless Security Issues
The security issues that related of wireless networks are happened by intercepted of their radio signals by hacker, and by non-management of its network entirely by user because most of wireless networks are dependent on other private networks which managed by others, so the user has less control of security procedures. There are some of the main security issues of mobile computing, which introduced by using of wireless networks are:
Denial of Service (DOS) attacks:
It's one of common attacks of all kinds of networks and specially in wireless network, which mean the prevent of users from using network services by sending large amounts of unneeded data or connection requests to the communication server by an attacker which cause slow network and therefore the users cannot benefit from the use of its service [20] .
Traffic Analysis: It's identifying and monitoring the communicating between users through listening to traffic flowing in the wireless channel, in order to access to private information of users that can be badly used by attacker [21] .
Eavesdropping: The attacker can be log on to the wireless network and get access to sensitive data, this happens if the wireless networks was not enough secure and also the information was not encrypted [22] .
Session Interception and Messages Modification: Its interception the session and modify transmitted data in this session by the attacker through scenario which called: man-in-the-middle which inserts the attacker's host between sender and receiver host [23] .
Spoofing: The attacker is impersonating an authorized account of another user to access sensitive data and unauthorized services [24] .
Captured and Retransmitted Messages: Its can get some of network services to attacker by get unauthorized access through capture a total message and replay it with some modifications to the same destination or another [25] .
B. Device Security Issues
Mobile devices are vulnerable to new types of security attacks and vulnerable to theft not because of the get these devices itself, but because of get to sensitive data that exist within its devices. This is also demonstrated by Data Breaches documents that published in 2008 by Privacy Rights International's that the 20% of security breaches related to data was due to mobile device losses [26] . Mobile computing, like any computer software may damage by malware such as Virus, Spyware and Trojan. A virus is a real part of malicious software and Spyware is gathering information about the user without his knowledge. Trojan is performing a desirable action but with malicious purpose [27] . Some of main new mobile computing security issues introduced by using mobile devices include:
Pull Attacks: Its control of the device as a source of data by an attacker which obtained data by device itself [10] .
Push Attacks: It's creation a malicious code at mobile device by attacker and he may spread it to affect on other elements of the network [28] .
Forced De-authentication: The attacker convinces the mobile end-point to drop its connection and reconnection to get new signal, then he inserts his device between a mobile device and the network [29] .
Multi-protocol Communication: It is the ability of many mobile devices to operate using multiple protocols, e.g. a cellular provider's network protocol, most of the protocols have a security holes, which help the attacker to exploit this weakness and access to the device [30] .
Mobility:
The mobility of users and their data that would introduce security threats determined in the location of a user, so it must be replicate of user profiles at different locations to allow roaming via different places without any concern regarding access to personal and sensitive data in any place and at any time. But the repetition of sensitive data on different sites that increase of security threats [31] .
Disconnections: When the mobile devices cross different places it occurs a frequent disconnections caused by external party [32] .
V. SECURITY TECHNIQUES AND REQUIREMENT
There are a number of security requirements which valid with security issues relating to distributed systems, such as identification and authentication of trusted people by using authentication mechanisms like passwords, cryptographic techniques, access control by using information and rules of access control, information confidentiality by using mechanisms of confidentiality like encryption, information integrity by using integrity mechanisms those provide a verification of integrity checks and availability and prevention of denial of service [4] . That's security requirements which related to traditional computing, but with mobile computing the security requirements have become highly important, especially with regard to data security. One of the most important security measures is maintaining of the latest update of network or mobile elements and their software. There are different security requirements and techniques which valid for both mobile devices and networks, some of them include:
Encryptions: If there is an important information that stored in a mobile device, it should be encrypt this information to save it from unauthorized access by external party or in case if a mobile is stolen. It also contributes to the security aspects of confidentiality and integrity [33] .
Standards: It should ensure that the mobile devices are protected and have a set of requirements like: locking, backups, antivirus software, and a strong password protection [34] .
Network Access Control (NAC) solutions: This is a system used to check which mobile devices trying to connect to the network, that's provide protection of the network from any infections or malicious code that may damage of mobile devices [35] .
Control Access: Control access to functions of mobile computing systems depending on the current location of the user, and there are already some security models which identifies some functions to certain user to use these functions [35] .
Application Sandboxing: When creating mobile applications, it determined declarative permissions which will not be changed at runtime of application, these permissions can be improve to the security aspect of mobile devices by isolation and control of application from accessing to the system or interact with other applications that may be infected by malware code and virus, it also contributes to determine of resources that may be shared [36] .
Memory Randomization: Memory Randomization or Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) which is also prevent malicious code or virus by locating the memory of application randomly, this has an important role in preventing malicious code or virus from knowing the specific memory location of the application or important memory which want to attack it [37] . Finally, some of the following steps that would increase the security aspects of mobile devices which are:
 Before downloading data or software, it should know the trust vendors who provide original version of software because there is some of unprotected software from external party.  It should be aware of free applications that are popular but unofficial versions, because it may be an external party used the popularity of the original brand for nefarious purposes.  It should be aware of public Wi-Fi risky which can be used by hackers to get sensitive information.  It advised to make a note of the occasions when the user feels something is unusual was happening with regard to their mobile devices like delayed email and text message, and greatly diminished battery life.
VI. DISCUSSION
We explained the security issues of mobile data in two different aspects of mobile environmental, namely: One aspect for the data stored within the mobile devices itself, and the second aspect of the data transmitted through the network between mobile units and mobile support stations. This division was as the result of a relationship of mobile computing with distributed computing, which is a mobile computing rely on the existence of distributed systems infrastructure with one of the most important components are wireless networks. It will be possible in the future work to study a third aspect of mobile security issues for the data transmitted between mobile units and each other. As regards to security requirements in fifth section of the paper, it can be linked with general security aspects that mentioned in the third section as follows: The encryption process contributes in each of the security aspects of confidentiality and integrity. Standards support the concepts of confidentiality and level of vulnerability. Network Access Control (NAC) solutions enhance the concept of availability and authorization. Control access to functions depending on the current location would contribute to each confidentiality, availability, and authorization. Application Sandboxing supports the availability and level of vulnerability. Memory Randomization contributes of level of confidentiality. Each one of these requirements would be to reduce some types of mobile computing threats which are already mentioned in this paper as follows: Encryption is a security technique that can ensure sensitive data is encrypted and unreadable for non-authorized within both mobile and wireless network, so it helps to avoid these threats: Pull Attack, Spoofing, Captured and Retransmitted the Message, Eavesdropping and Traffic Analysis. Standards which contain some of the regular security requirements like antivirus programs and so on, these requirements would reduce both of Push Attack and Multi-protocol Communication threats. Network Access Control (NAC) is a system authentication that contains some of the anti-threat applications such as spyware detection and firewalls, so it helps in reducing the following mobile threats: Denial of Service, Session Interception and Message Modification, Traffic Analysis, Forced De-authentication and Eavesdropping. Control Access is another security technique that uses the current location of the user to organize the accessibility of the mobile functions, thus it can be used to avoid Mobility and Disconnection threats. Application Sandboxing is usually used with unverified applications that may contain a malicious code or virus, which would help in reducing of Push Attack. Memory Randomization, or (ASLR) is a technique used to help prevent attackers from guessing the target address in the memory of a mobile device, so it will be useful to reduce both of Push Attack and Pull Attack. And those requirements can be evaluated in future work.
VII. CONCLUSION
The emergence of mobile computing has latest evolution in the areas of computing and information systems. Because of the popularity of its devices and of many available mobile data applications have introduced a new security issues which cause damage to mobile users. A brief history of the evolution of mobile computing technologies was reviewed; where it found that the first call phone of mobile was made in 1946. The prevalent different aspects of mobile computing with other computing are: wireless network connectivity, small size, the mobile nature of using, power sources used, and functions which are particular and needed for mobile users. Security aspects of computer systems are: confidentiality, integrity, availability, vulnerability, nonrepudiation, authorization, and anonymity. The major security threats of a computing are: interruption, modification, interception and fabrication. While there are two parts of security issues related to mobile computing, which are: issues that related to wireless, networks, and communication system with information transmitted on these medians, and the other issues that related to mobile devices with the data and information residing it. Then have been reviewing some of the security requirements for mobile computing, which included: Encryptions, Standards, Network Access Control, Control access to functions depending on location of user, Application Sandboxing, and Memory Randomization, with some of the steps that are recommended to follow them to increase security aspects of mobile computing in end of the paper.
